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Microsoft Business 
Intelligence Solutions

ABCloudz can build a custom BI solution infused 
by the Microsoft Business Intelligence capabilities 
on the Azure technology stack or SQL Server. 
Microsoft offers comprehensive BI technologies, 
enabling better insights from your data. Due to 

ABCloudz developers offer extensive hands-on experience 
with adopting and deploying

Microsoft Power BI: 
Generate intuitive visualizations of 
the most complex business data 
from massive data warehouses 
and deploy visual Business Intelli-
gence through interactive Micro-
soft Power BI dashboards.

SQL Server Reporting Services: 
Get the most from SQL Server 
with its built-in report generating 
service. ABCloudz can help you 
master SQL Server Reporting 
Services and deliver various 
interactive and printed reports.

Microsoft SQL Server: 
SQL Server databases store and re-
trieve the lifeblood of your business – 
data. ABCloudz provides expert 
consulting services to organizations 
of all sizes for mission-critical Mic-
rosoft SQL Server installations.

ABCloudz’s intimate knowledge of Microsoft’s 
BI solutions, we are fully qualified to help your 
business develop a detailed technology roadmap. 
We start by understanding your current BI needs 
and goals.

SQL Server Analysis 
Services: 
Whether it’s on-premises or in 
the Azure cloud, we are ready 
to help you optimize your 
SQL Server Analysis Services 
deployments.

SQL Server Integration 
Services: 
Put our Microsoft SQL Server 
Integration Services experience 
for seamless data extraction, 
transformation, and loading 
operations of any complexity.

Microsoft Data Warehouse 
Solutions: 
ABCloudz can help you get the 
most out of the Microsoft Data 
Warehouse platform technologies 
like SQL Server, Azure Synapse 
Analytics, and Azure Data Lake
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We create powerful & straightforward data models for your BI solutions

We are here to share our expertise in:

We provide you with complete transparency 
into your business by delivering fully interactive 

Power BI reports, KPIs, and paginated reports 
from a single modern web portal.

 ‒ Transforming complex data
 ‒ Modernizing reporting
 ‒ Integrating mobile BI

 ‒ Enabling hybrid BI
 ‒ Using a proven BI platform
 ‒ Enabling action using business 
analytics

 ‒ Innovating through intelligent 
agents

 ‒ Using agility to achieve value 
quickly

ABCloudz team is ready to help you deliver 
cloud-based security while efficiently managing 
complex data streams as your business needs 
continue to grow. Due to ABCloudz’s intimate 
knowledge of Microsoft’s BI solutions, we are 
fully qualified to provide aid to your organization 

What’s unique about ABCloudz and Microsoft Business 
Intelligence solutions? Scale-up analytics with peace of mind

in developing a detailed technology roadmap.
Our process allows us to understand your on-
premises and cloud-based data needs fully. Once 
we identify your needs, we can recommend and 
help define the BI tools and custom solutions 
needed to implement your vision.


